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Where are We this summer?
Look for the atLas team around BC:

• Partners in Flight Meeting: Penticton, 
15 April

• Atlasser meeting: Pemberton, late April

• BC Nature AGM: Duncan, 30 April - 2 May

• Wings over the Rockies: Invermere, 4-10 
May

• Meadowlark Festival: Penticton, 14-18 
May

• Bute Inlet: 25 May - June 7 

• Salmon Arm Bay Nature Enhancement 
Society’s AGM: May

• Columbia Mountain Inst. of Applied 
Ecology; Conserving Wetlands Conference: 
Revelstoke 28-29 May        *27th - info 
session *30-31st - atlassing extension

• Northern Remote Atlassing & Info 
sessions: Whitehorse – Atlin – Dease Lake 
and Fort Nelson areas, Mid-June, TBA

• Atlasser meeting: Tofino, 7-15 June

• Manning Park Birdblitz: 12-14 June

• Haida Gwaii, Late June - early July

• BCFO AGM: Clearwater, 26-28 June * Pre- 
and post-atlassing extensions 

 - look for Atlas staff and RCs at the events!

 - new events may be added - check the web!

The Second SeaSon iS Upon US

The second atlas season has begun 
and we already have records of Anna’s 

Hummingbirds, Rock Pigeons, Great 
Horned Owls and more in the 2009 data 
base. Last year was a great success and 
2009 is shaping up to be equally good. 
Thanks to you, we received a whopping 
50,000+ records covering nearly every 
breeding species in the province. 

This year, we ask that you finish squares 
you began last year. Now that you are 
experienced in atlassing (and had such 
great fun), you should find it easier to 
complete squares begun in 2008.  Polish 
up your identification skills, tackle the 
point counts, and tally the minimum of 
20 hours in the habitats in your squares. 
Then you might like to take on a new 
square. With data collected from 1,300 
squares, that leaves just ~8,700 to choose 
from! We will help where we can to get 
birders into the hinterlands. Please con-
tact us if you have some ideas.

If you haven’t already, take a look on line 

to see the maps of the data 
you provided us over the past year. 
Run your mouse over ‘Data and Maps’ 
and click on ‘Bird Maps’. Then choose 
a species and presto - you will see all 
the records displayed on a map of 
BC, with distribution in 100x100km 
blocks in the bottom left corner, or 
choose the southern and northern 
BC map options to get a closer look 
at squares in the respective halves of 
the province. 

The data are already being used for 
conservation planning by the federal 
and provincial government. In Febru-
ary, Pete, Dick, Christopher and I 
presented an update to the Assistant 
Deputy Minister of Environment in 
Victoria. About 30 senior managers 
and biologists attended the ses-
sion where we were told that our 
approach is becoming a model for 
future conservation work. The results 
were already in use by Ministry staff. 
Environment Canada’s Canadian 
Wildlife Service has been using the 
results in their bird conservation 
plans and environmental consulting 
companies have begun to tap the 
information. 

Over the winter, we established a Sci-
ence Committee of highly respected 
scientists to guide research to explain 

the distribution of birds across BC. 
We submitted several funding 

applications which if successful 
will support remote atlassing 
and launch graduate student 

research into this question for 
several years.  

Our aims for this year are to 
complete squares begun in 2008, 
support our regional coordinators 
and engage more participants into 
out of the way places, engage the 

Atlasser   Hours
Christine Pansino  326
Doug Brown  323
Cathy Koot  300
Heather Baines  205
Avery Bartels  199
Bryan King  194
Richard Cannings  174
Dave Fraser  130
Rick Schortinghuis  124
Danny Tyson  121
Chris Dale  121
Ian Routley  108
Sandra Kinsey  105
John Reynolds  100
Honourable Mention!
Heidi Krajewsky  99

Thanks to all these Atlassers and 
everyone who is helping - we 
couldn’t have done it without you!

toP atLassers 2008
100+ hours CLuB
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Up, Up, and away...

Looking to get away to 
the backhills of BC for 

some atlassing this sum-
mer? Keep an eye on the 
Atlas website latest for 
the latest news of travel 
subsidies and other trips 
planned for this summer! 

Contact your RC or the Altas 
office if you want to plan a 
trip.

Remote areas can be fun and have 
unexpected results. Just checking areas 
10km down the road from where you 
normally bird watch can result in exciting 
new birds!

Below is an email from a birder

“Hi there, I was just look-
ing at the species map 
for Flammulated Owl... I 
assume you have the Ka-
mloops area as confirmed 
for breeding?  The map 
looks just like probable in 
that area.  I worked there 
10 years ago with BCCF 
watching flammulated 
babies leave the nest. I as-
sume they are still breed-

ing there. Just thought I’d 
check.” 

In fact when we checked 
the Kamloops square, 
10FB81, no Flammulated 
Owls had been reported, 
and none had even been 
reported in Region 9! Either 
they’re not there anymore, 
or they have yet to be 
reported. Please enter your 
observations and encour-
age friends to do so!

don`T waiT for Someone 
elSe To enTer daTa

habitat conservation 
organizations into the 
project, and launch 
scientific research to help 
understand why birds are 
where they are. 

We want to thank all the 
regional coordinators 
for the great job done in 
2008 and all the birders 
who provided data. We 
have enjoyed watching 
the maps fill up with new 
records. We extend our 
gratitude to the atlas 
partners who steered 
the project and provided 
technical support be-
hind the scenes. To the 
funders, thank you for 
taking the step to open 
doors and provide funds 
for the atlas project. We 
hope you will continue to 
support the project to its 
completion.  

Rob Butler

continued `2nd Season`

For the remaining years of the 
project, anyone including Atlass-

ers that contribute to the Breeding 
Bird Survey (BBS) and Nocturnal Owl 
Survey will have their data auto-
matically added to the Atlas. You do 
not need to enter the data into the 
atlas.

entering nest), we ask that you please 
enter these records into the database 
yourself since that information is not 
contained in the BBS and owl survey 
data.
If you find a rare or colonial species, 
please fill out a Rare/Colonial form.

 Most records will be entered as “H” 
(bird in habitat during the breed-
ing season) or “S” (singing male, or 
breeding calls heard), depending on 
the species. If you have more infor-
mation on Confirmed or Probable 
breeding evidence (e.g. pair seen or 
heard, birds carrying food, or seen 

new and improved Breeding Bird aTlaS!

photo: Larry Halverson
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Even if you are in an old-growth forest, this may still be 
unreliable as murrelets may be flying past suitable habitat 
en route to nest sites. Few will be lucky enough to find an 
incubating adult (AE), nest with an egg (NE), or young (NY) 
as nests are typically >30 m above ground in old-growth 
forests on rugged terrain.

Pairs of Marbled Murrelets seen on the water at the 
beginning of their breeding season are likely to be pairs. 
After egg-laying, both mates take turns at egg incubation 

and would only be seen as individuals when incubating 
or feeding young on the nest. Fledged young generally 
fly directly from the nest to the sea (or lake, en route to 
sea) and may not be associated with their parents when 
on marine waters. For a few weeks after fledging (before 
the adults start their pre-basic moult) newly-fledged 
juveniles can be distinguished from adults (and subadults 
>1 year old) in alternate (breeding) plumage. But this is 
usually the work of trained observers undertaking boat 
transects dedicated to looking for fledged murrelets. Once 
the adults and subadults start moulting in late August 
(sometimes earlier) it is very difficult to distinguish them 

from juveniles. Generally for murrelets the age 
classes recognized are Hatch-year (HY) and After-
hatch-year (AHY – adults and subadults) birds. 

Please remember that Marbled Murrelets are 
considered “Provincially Rare” under the Atlas 
protocol and require Full Documentation. 
Ensure you complete a Rare/Colonial  Species 
Form. Enter a location for the sighting (UTM). It 
is essential to note if the sighting was on land or 
on water, and the number of birds seen or heard. 
This will be used for analysis to know if birds are 
feeding or on potential breeding grounds. Only 

records found in Atlas squares will be accepted. Records 
found over open water outside the square boundaries of 
the Atlas project will not be accepted.

how To map a mUrreleT
By Alan Burger (Princeton-Nicola Regional Coordinator) 
and Christopher Di Corrado (photo: Alan Burger)

Marbled Murrelets are small, stout marine birds in the Alcid 
family related to the ornate Tufted Puffin and Rhinoceros 
Auklet. While the latter two species can be found in 
colonies and mapped on their breeding grounds, Marbled 
Murrelets can fly between feeding areas on marine waters 
and breeding [nesting] grounds, which can be 10 or even 
40+ kilometres from the ocean in deep, dense, and usually 
mossy old-growth forest stands. These nests are so hard to 
find that no nest had been described in BC when “The Birds 
of British Columbia – volume 2” was compiled in 1990. This 
causes a conundrum in BC which is unique from all other 
Canadian Atlases; how do we map a murrelet?

Typically for the Atlas project we map species on their 
breeding grounds, and any species found off the breeding 
grounds get marked as “X” (Species observed during its 
breeding season, but in non-breeding habitat). If this 
definition holds true, then almost no murrelets would be 
mapped as most are seen on or flying over the water, and 
there would be much uncertainty as to the location of the 
nest. Is it in the old, coniferous forest adjacent to the shore 
or many kilometres up a long inlet? 

This is a special case for the Marbled Murrelet where we 
will accept bird records while on the feeding grounds. 
Codes likely to be used are:
“H” – adult bird on suitable habitat, i.e., detected on the 
water during the breeding season (15 April through 30 
August for this code); 
“P” – a pair seen on water but only before egg laying early 
in the breeding season typically between 15 April – 15 
June ; and 
“CF” – Adults carrying food, either persistently holding fish 
in their beak at the water surface or when flying towards 
land. Normally murrelets swallow 
their prey underwater and therefore 
any adult seen sitting on the water 
surface holding a fish for more than 
a few seconds very likely has a chick 
in the nest somewhere inland. They 
may hold the fish for several hours 
before flying in to feed the chick at 
dusk or sunrise.
 
Most atlassers would likely see 
Murrelets on the water, thus the 
codes less likely to be used include: 
“S” – singing birds heard in the forest (a high-pitched 
“keer-keer” call from above in the trees); “V” – Adult visiting 
probable nest site when flying into an old forest stand. 
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marCia danieLson: rC squamish-WhistLer (16)

I'm a prairie girl, born and raised in Winnipeg. As long 
as I can remember I have loved the outdoors, exploring 

the woods near my home and learning about the natural 
world around me. This is a passion that is still mine. I 
completed my education at University of Manitoba 
where I studied Biology, majoring in 
Zoology and Botany. Upon graduation 
I worked at Delta Marshes University 
Field Station where I was introduced to 
birding. I soon thereafter took an Orni-
thology Course with Dr. Spencer Sealy, 
and was hooked forever on birds. My 
husband and I moved to Whitecourt, 
AB, then Prince George, BC, and finally 
to Squamish, B.C. where we have lived 

annemarie koCh: rC north isLand (23) 

Annemarie Koch caught the bug for birds in 1991 when 
Nature Trust asked if she would participate in a year 

long bird survey at NT's Cluxewe estuary property on 
northern Vancouver Island. She worked with supervisor 
Neil Dawe, who helped instill a strong stewardship ethic 
and love of nature.
That same year, Koch worked with Bob Waldon to estab-
lish the Broughton Christmas Bird Count and the Malcolm 

Island Bird Club was hatched. Koch 
and the club went on to establish 
the Doug Innes Memorial Malcolm 
Island Spring Bird Count in 2000 
and, thanks to ongoing participa-
tion of the Comox Valley Natural-
ists, the successful annual event 
continues today!
 
In 2005, Koch joined the B.C. Coastal 
Waterbird Survey and, when Dick 
Cannings called over a year ago to ask if she'd be coordin-
ator for Region 23. Well, she was just a girl who couldn't 
say no! Now, saying yes was the easy part...getting atlass-
ers to actually enter data online has been somewhat 
more challenging. She's predicting all that will change 
this spring.

R e g i o n a l  C o o r d i n a t o r 
S p o t l i g h t ! 

rosamund Pojar: rC BuLkLey VaLLey (32)

I haven’t always been an avid birder. For much of my early 
life I was a plant person and received my B.Sc in Botany 

at Nottingham University and a Masters degree at UWO in 
London, Ontario. Over the years I have taught botany and 
other biological subjects at various post secondary institu-
tions and led many field trips for naturalists in B.C. and the 
Yukon. I also co-authored some popular plant I.D. books 
with my husband and other wonderful botanists
.
I first became addicted to birds about 28 years ago when a 
foundation for an addition to our house filled with water in 
the spring. Many birds came for a bath and stayed around 
long enough for me to identify them from my bedroom 
window. By learning their songs I found I could bird and 
botanize at the same time. Since then I have done lots of 

BBS surveys, a research project on birds in aspen forests, 
many birding trips, as well as teaching about birds. Dick 
convinced me to be an R.C. by assuring me that it did 

not involve much work 
(yeah right, Dick!). 

The biggest challenge 
is getting other people 
involved and convin-
cing them that they 
do not have to get up 
at 3.30 a.m. or be an 
“expert”. Those who 

have got involved are loving doing it as they find, like me, 
it is giving us a strong incentive to get out and bird more 
and make exciting discoveries. Photo: Rosamund and  husband Jim 

Pojar

john Woods: rC ChiLCotin (25) & reVeLstoke (27) regions

Inspired by exploring the creek ravens near his Toronto 
home and the canoe routes of Algonquin Park, John 

started bird-watching as a young teenager growing up in 
southern Ontario.  With the encouragement of Jim Bail-
lie and Don Baldwin at the Royal Ontario Museum and 
Russ Rutter in Algonquin, John’s hobby became a life-

style leading him to degrees 
in biology from the University 
of Guelph (B.Sc. 1972) and the 
University of British Columbia 
(PhD 1991). 
In an age when bird-watch-
ing wasn’t as fashionable as 
today, his developing outdoor 
skills opened wonderful job 
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opportunities including summers as 
a park naturalist in Ontario and then 
a 33-year career with Parks Canada. 
Based out of Revelstoke, John has had 
the privilege of exploring the West-
ern Mountains for most of his life. His 
enthusiasm for all things natural is 
undiminished as he divides his time 
between a home in Revelstoke, a cabin 
in the Chilcotin, and travels across Brit-
ish Columbia and beyond. As Atlas 
regional coordinator for the Chilcotin 
and Revelstoke areas, John is enjoying 
meeting new friends and encouraging 
bird-watchers to continually hone their 
skills in both observing and listening to 
birds while they contribute to a worth-
while project. 

Photo: Greg Perkins

Backroad mapBookS
by Christopher Di Corrado

Do you have a Back-
road Mapbook? If 

you have the newest 
editions, you will notice 
there are blue UTM lines. 
Those are also the square 
boundaries! You may be 
able to determine where 
you are and determine 
the square number to 
enter data. 
You can determine the square by reading the UTMs at the 
south-west (or bottom-left) corner of the square (the blue 
lines):
1) From that corner, follow the blue line up (or 
down); you will find a blue 6-digit Easting number (e.g., 
420,000mE). Take note of the 5th number from the right 
end (i.e. “2”).
2) From the same corner, follow the line to the right 
(or left); you will find a 7-digit Northing number (e.g., 
5,500,000mN). Note the 5th number from the right end 
(i.e. “0”).
3) Put the two numbers together and you have 
square 20! A good start…

4) Important: always read the UTM Easting (mE) first 
and the Northing (mN) second.

You can find Backroad Mapbooks in most outdoors stores, 
convenience stores, pharmacies, or on-line @ www.back-
roadmapbooks.com 

Now that you have the square number, you still need to 
determine the rest of the square ID, e.g., 10DA20. You 
only have the square (20), but not the zone (“10”) or block 
(“20”).

There are a few ways to determine the whole square ID 
on the Atlas webpage under Data and Maps - Instructions:
1) View squares in the online Live Map Viewer. Use 
the magnifying lens to zoom into the area you were atlass-
ing and view the whole square ID. Select the check-box 
(right-hand side) to make the Squares visible and “refresh” 
the map or,  
2) View squares in Google Earth. Download the free 
program and files to your computer (See article, pg. 7) or,
3) You can also ask your RC or Atlas staff for the 
square ID numbers in your particular area. 
Image:  Scanned from Backroad Mapbook, Vancouver, Coast & Mountains, 1st ed. 
2007

continued “John Woods”

for thirty years. In this time we had two sons, so birding was put on the 
back burner for awhile. 

For the past fifteen years I have been birding the Squamish area and 
beyond, hiking, biking and kayaking. I participate in monthly estuary bird 
counts, several CBCs in the corridor and a Breeding Bird Survey. Over the 
years I have had the pleasure of meeting other birders. Dick Cannings 
is one of these, and is responsible for convincing me to be a Regional 
Coordinator. (Did I say "roping me in"?) I'm grateful he believed I could 
do it. 

My biggest challenge was learning to use a computer, literally starting 
with how to turn it on. I still journey on this learning curve. I recently was 
pulling up data on the BBA site and narrowly avoided a serious personal 
meltdown thinking there was a LOT of data missing, only to discover I 
had put in the wrong square number. Whew! I love this project! I believe 
in the importance of the data, and the enthusiasm of the people involved 
is amazing. It has expanded my knowledge on many fronts, (bird biology, 
handling data and mapping, etc.) I find myself in new areas, and the next 
challenge is to find ways to atlas our mountains. Best of all, I get to bird 
more and with new purpose.

continued “Marcia Danielson”
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daTa availaBle on naTUrecoUnTS

Last year Bird Studies 
Canada launched a new 

web site called Nature-
Counts, where visitors can 
find much information about 
Canadian birds. Through 
NatureCounts, BSC staff, 
partners and the public can access millions of individual 
observation records, and visualize data summaries such 
as information on population trends and seasonal abun-
dance. Already, NatureCounts contains more than 28 
million individual observations, most of them generated 
by citizen scientists in programs and activities promoted 
by Bird Studies Canada. 

This web site has been developed as part of the Avian 
Knowledge Network, a group in which BSC’s Senior Scien-
tist Denis Lepage has been actively involved for several 
years, and which promotes the sharing of bird data using 
common standards. Support for the development of 
this web site was provided by GeoConnections, a federal 

on a branch about five feet off the ground and I could 
now see that there were four birds. I noticed that while 
the backs and tails were blue and the tails had that 
iridescent quality that they were shorter than I had 
seen on Magpies. I started wondering if I had the right 
bird. They made an occasional sound and fluffed their 
feathers but didn't try to fly away while I kept taking 
pictures. After about five minutes the parents came 
back confirming that these were baby magpies but they 
kept their distance. When the babies heard the soft call 
of their parents they started to holler, wanting to be 
fed. I thought I had better leave them alone for now. 
Although I am new to birding, experiences like this sure 
are exciting.  photos: D. Stewart

pie in The Sky
Denise Stewart - Region 32 Atlasser - Francois Lake

I was very excited to see a pair of Black-billed Magpies 
living only a few miles from my home for they are rare 

in this area. I really wanted a picture as I have always 
thought the Magpie was a beautiful bird. I had only seen 

one at a time on a couple of occasions and never a pair. 
I went back where I had spotted them several times 
but the birds would not stay still but kept circling this 
large tangle of trees and brush staying just far enough 
out of range for me to get a good picture. It was there 
on a warm sunny day several weeks later on the first of 
August that I spotted a bird on the ground by the lake. 
I started taking pictures all the while expecting it to fly 
away.  I kept getting closer and closer when it flew up 

program led by Natural Resources Canada, and by the 
Cornell Lab of Ornithology.

British Columbians can download data collected for the 
atlas for a specific square or select an area off a map. 
Besides selecting your own area, you can also down-
load by predefined areas such as Regional Districts, 
Important Bird Areas, and Bird Conservation Regions.
Over the coming years, NatureCounts will continue 
to improve with new tools, additional datasets, and 
ways to better understand the situation of our birds in 
Canada. In the meantime, we encourage you to visit our 
new web site: http://www.birdscanada.org/birdmon/ 
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google earTh mapping Tool online
by Christopher Di Corrado

As you may have learned on the Atlas website, there 
are many ways to enter your data and view different 

results. You can view Data Summaries at many scales from 
province, region, block, or even your square. There are also 
different ways of viewing Atlas squares. If you don’t have 
a GPS (global-positioning system) unit in hand, then there 
are other tools to determine your square number and 
“UTMs” (UTM is an acronym used for Universal Transverse 
Mercator; the mapped location on the ground).

I invite you to try Google Earth. This is slightly different from 
the other mapping located on our website. You will need 
to download the program onto your computer (it’s quite 
simple to do so). You can find a link to it on our website: 

http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/bcdata/topomaps.jsp
The images below are examples of what you can see when 
you use the program. The image below-left shows Region 
-5 (S. Okanagan-Boundary) and the 10-km squares and 
square names. The blow-up (below-right) shows a detailed 
image of the area of square “11LQ18,”  which is the Pentic-
ton square at the bottom of Lake Okanagan. The example 
shows that you can usually pick out landmarks, such as the 
tree very close to the square boundary (red line), when 
zooming in on an area.  This helps to determine square 
boundaries, find drivable roads for point counts, and 
pin-point a location’s UTMs to complete a Rare/Colonial 
Species Form, nest record, or just to figure out the square 
where you had been atlassing. 

So if you are on vacation somewhere in BC over the 
next few years, have a look at which square you will be 
visiting and write  it down on the Breeding Evidence 
form before you go!

Map detail will vary from region to region, but this 
could still be a helpful tool to atlassers!
Image Source: Google Earth

The UTM is located at the bottom-left of the screen (here depicting the location of the circled car). The square number can be deter-
mined by reading the 5th number of the Easting (312956 mE) and of the Northing (5480062 mN) = square 18.  The option to display 
UTMs is along the top toolbar under: Tools – Options. Then click under “3D View” tab click “UTM” and OK.
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haida gwaii reporT
by Margo Hearne, Region 36 Haida Gwaii Coordinator (photo: Margo Hearne)

 

Atlassing on Haida Gwaii has it’s own challenges. Parts of the islands are inaccessible, however over the next few 
years we plan to cover as much ground as possible. Last July after returning from an unexpected sojourn in the city 

we found many birds still singing. When we participated in forest bird surveys in 1990’s we were finished by late May/
early June. So we had time. We have done Breeding Bird Surveys almost annually since 1987 and had a fair idea of what 
was about, but while birds sang on territory every year, we often didn’t see actual nests. Killdeer - yes; Semipalmated 
Plover – yes; Least Sandpiper – yes. But Tree Swallows? We had seen them fly hither and yon in likely places but it wasn’t 
until summer 2008 that we actually saw and photographed one entering and leaving a cavity in a hydro pole. Nor had 
we seen Pine Siskins and Red Crossbills feeding young until summer 2008. Bird observation is a way of life to us and 
there’s always something new under the sun. 
One of the reasons we participate in the BBA is because birds share our world. There seems to be a trend in Canada 
to emphasise birding personalities. Recognition is nice but birds are disappearing from the planet at an alarming rate 
and it’s humanity that’s driving many to extinction. So we’ll do what we can to cover the Haida Gwaii ground. We’ve 
started an email list of over twenty-two island contacts and reports come in regularly. We look forward to another year 
of atlassing. 

We camped at the mouth of the 
Sakeniche River, along with 

a family of young Belted 
Kingfishers, at the Northwest 
Arm of Takla Lake last July. 
Birding from a canoe can be 
a bit challenging at times, 
particularly when it gets 
rough. The photo shows 
my daughter Laura and me 
listening to one of the many 
Pacific-slope Flycatchers 
heard along the steep north-
facing shore of the Northwest 
Arm. Blanchet Park and the 
current wave of beetle-
attacked lodgepole pine are 
visible in the background.

aTlaSSing from a canoe
by Joanne Vinnedge, Region 31 Fraser Plateau Coordinator 

photo: Berit Christensen
photo: Joanne Vinnedge
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Think oUTSide The (Bird)Box.

As you know, a product of the atlas is to map the 
distribution of birds in BC. Now that we have a group-

effort to get out and find them, we may come up with 
records in places we never imagined; it’s a combination of 
a large, under-surveyed province and wandering winged 
creatures. 

Last summer Semipalmated Plover showed up in the 
Cariboo and Chilcotin, far from their normal breeding 

range. This made us wonder what they were doing when 
these birds were found on a few occasions. First written 
off as late migrants, they then turned out to have at least 
one location with a nest with eggs! So a species way off 
its normal breeding range may require contemplation. So 
ask, “Is it even slightly possible that it could breed there?” 

A different example arose when a Lesser Goldfinch hung 
around a feeder in Abbotsford for months last summer. 
This bird was recorded as “X” as it was very likely a vagrant. 
Let RCs know if you find something you don’t expect so 
RCs and the Atlas Data Verification Committee can review 
weird and wild records.

a reVieW of Bridget stuChBury’s “siLenCe of the 
songBirds” 
by Madeline Whittington, Atlasser

“Silence of the Songbirds: How We Are Losing the 
World’s Songbirds and What We Can Do to Save 

Them” by Bridget Stutchbury is a book I would enthusi-
astically recommend to every atlasser.  Each chapter 
covers a different threat to songbirds, such as deforest-
ation, pesticides, light pollu-
tion and the common cat. 

Stutchbury includes fascin-
ating details about the 
habits of particular song-
bird species, which lightens 
what could be a depressing 
book. The part on the habits 
of our songbirds in the trop-
ics in winter was fascinating. 
Stutchbury also focuses on 
concrete solutions. Some are 
simple things that individuals 
can implement, such as drinking shade grown coffee to 
preserve habitat. Some are political and complex. She 
talks about the importance of bird surveys such as ours. 
Wayne Grady of the Globe and Mail calls the book “a 
thoroughly researched and elegant call to arms.”

Book ReviewvolUnTeer corporaTe fUnd raiSer needed

The Atlas Team is looking for a volunteer corporate 
fund raiser to help with our fund raising efforts. If 

you  have experience raising funds in the corporate 
sector and are willing to volunteer some time to help 
us, contact the Atlas Office at our toll free number 
1-877-592-8527.

“x” doeSn’T mark The SpoT!

If you entered an “X” for a species record in 2008 and 
then checked the map for it, don’t be surprised if 

it’s not there. We’ve moved away from pirate ways of 
marking their treasures, and the code “X” is used for 
species that are not in breeding habitat during the 
breeding season. And this is a tricky code to use when 
compared to “H” (species observed on its breeding 
habitat). “X” is not even supposed to be used for 
migrating birds – there should be no records of Brant 
or Western Sandpipers, for example.

A few examples of when to use “X” include: a Great-
Blue Heron or Harlequin Duck feeding along a coastal 
beach; Black Swifts flying over the city; a gull in a 
parking lot; If you are not sure if a bird is in breeding 
habitat, check with your RC.
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chilcoTin river advenTUreS!
by Phil Ranson, Regional Coordinator Cariboo (26)

Kris Andrews, Sandy Proulx and I hiked down the north 
side of the Chilcotin River last April to check out the 

breeding bird habitat in an oxbow a couple of kilometres 
downstream from Farwell Canyon. We were a little early 
in the season but realised the potential of these isolated 
riparian oases along the riverbank for breeding birds. We 
talked at that time about the numerous areas along the 
lower Chilcotin and the dry Fraser that were inaccessible 
to all but the most determined hiker, and the possibility 
of taking a boat into these areas during the height of the 
breeding season.

We decided to formu-
late a plan for this 
season. Using Google 
Earth we have identi-
fied about 15 poten-
tial areas we would 
like to visit from 
Sheep Creek to Dog 
Creek and possibly 
beyond. The primary 
purpose is to conduct 
breeding bird surveys 
but there is also an 
element of adventure 
in visiting these hard 
to get to places. Cari-
boo Chilcotin Jetboat 
Adventures will 
charter a 12 passen-
ger jetboat for the 

new: Baillie BirdaThon SUpporTing The aTlaS

Now you can support the Atlas through participation in the Baillie Birdathon! If you already participate in Birdathon, 
please continue to support the station or club of your choice, but if you have never done a Birdathon, this is 

an excellent way to support the Atlas. Bird Studies Canada’s Baillie Birdathon is the oldest sponsored bird count in 
North America, raising money for bird research and conservation. The money raised benefits Bird Studies Canada, 
the James L. Baillie Memorial Fund, and participating migration monitoring stations and conservation organizations. 

This year for the first time, participants can choose to designate a portion of the funds raised to the BC Atlas program. 
The challenge is to identify as many bird species as possible within a 24-hour period, any time during the month of 
May. Each participant will be assigned a unique web link to share with potential sponsors. Sponsors can visit 
www.bsc-eoc.org/bat/donate.jsp to sponsor a participant online using their credit card. Participants will be immedi-
ately informed, via email, when a donation has been made in their name. Potential sponsors can make a ‘per species’ 
pledge or simply donate an amount of their choice. To find out more about the Baillie Birdathon, download the 2009 
participants’ kit, or to register online now, visit www.birdscanada.org/support/birdathon. Contact the Atlas office 
should you have quenstions:  1-877-592-8527

estimated 10 hour trip. The plan is still tentative and there 
are some variables and unknowns that must be considered. 
The peak breeding season could coincide with peak water 
levels along the Fraser and high water usually means a 
lot of debris. Once confirmed we must hope for reason-
able weather on the day. Which day is still undecided but 
mid-June would ensure the greatest variety and bird activ-
ity. Start and end point would be the Sheep Creek Bridge 
and costs are estimated at $220 person if the boat is full. 
We currently have 8 people interested. If this would be of 
interest to you please contact Phil at ranson1@telus.net or 
398-7110

It`s not easy being an RC sometimes; you have to train atlassers, review lots of data, and on top 
of that Osprey use you as a perching post! Humourous photo of Phil, taken by Ordell Steen at 
the Scout Island Nature Centre
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geT To The poinT!
by Mark Phinney & Christopher Di Corrado

There is still some confusion about point counts, 
especially where to do them. This is further complicated 

by the road data used to generate the pre-defined 
locations: ‘roads’ may be anything from a super-highway 
to a cart path not used in decades. It is therefore critical 
that some advanced scouting be done to determine which 
of the pre-defined point count locations can actually be 
reached. If you have access to Google Earth, and if the 
image resolution for your area is adequate, this can be a 
very helpful tool. Much of your ‘scouting’ can be done from 
your computer. If this option is unavailable, some ground-
truthing will likely be required. A quick drive through 
the square to check which roads look passable will help 
determine which points you can drive to. A decision must 
then be made:

If you can drive to the required number of roadside counts 
(this number is shown on the square summary sheet - 
http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/bcdata/squareinfo.jsp):
• cross out the points that you cannot drive to or 
that are very difficult to access*
• from those remaining, select (in numerical order) 
the number of roadside points required.
• plan your route to survey the points that you 
have selected. The points do not need to be surveyed in 
numerical order. Survey the points in whatever order is 
convenient.
• If your square requires ‘off-road’ points, find the 
required habitat(s) on the map and choose a spot at least 
300m from any other points that you have surveyed. This 

location will need to be recorded by GPS or calculating 
UTM coordinates from the square map. 

If you cannot drive to the required number of road-side 
counts:
• treat the shortfall essentially the same as off-road 
counts.
• note the habitat type that the ‘inaccessible’ points 
occur in (from the square summary sheet)
• find a passable road, track or hiking trail that goes 
into the desired habitat(s)
• establish new points as required, noting the 
location (GPS or map UTM) and habitats. Points must be 
>300m apart.

*You may cross off points that are also very difficult to 
reach. Example: points where access to them would require 
very distant drives or on extremely rough roads. We hope 
to get as many point counts completed as quickly and 
simple as possible, while maintaining scientific integrity 
and adequately covering the habitats. Please attempt to 
complete the first 15-accessible point counts, and try to 
cover habitats proportionately.

Point counts are a very important component of the atlas 
project. Point count data help to ‘callibrate’ results from 
general atlassing and are necessary for the calculation of 
relative abundance scores. See the Ontario Breeding Bird 
Atlas for examples of relative abundance: http://www.
birdsontario.org/atlas/samples.jsp Contact your Regional 
Coordinator or the Atlas office if you have questions.

Results from the Ontario Breeding Bird Atlas for Ruffed Grouse. Ruffed Grouse are ubiquitous across southern and central Ontario. 
Top-left shows presence/absence from regular atlassing. Top-right depicts concentrated areas of high abundance from point-
count surveys.



 Generic gull head 
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aTlaSSing TipS: hyBrid gUllS 
By: Art Martell, Comox Valley-Campbell River (21) Regional Coordinator

Which Gulls Hybridize

The occurrence of hybridism in gulls varies from rare to common, depending on the species.  The most likely hybrid 
gull to be found breeding in British Columbia is Glaucous-winged Gull x Western Gull, although hybrid Glaucous-

winged Gull x Herring Gull could occur.  Hybrids can show the full range of characteristics of the parental types making 
field identification of individual birds difficult or impossible, except for those that are clearly intermediate.

Glaucous-winged Gulls (Larus glaucescens) breed throughout coastal British Columbia and at a few inland sites, and 
Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus smithsonianus) breed on freshwater lakes throughout the interior of B.C.  Pure West-
ern Gulls (Larus occidentalis occidentalis) breed nearby on the coast of Washington but they have not been confirmed 
to breed on the coast of B.C.  Glaucous-winged Gulls and 
Western Gulls hybridize freely on the coast of Washington 
and Oregon, where up to 75% of some colonies are hybrids.  
Hybrids are common on the south coast of B.C., which is a 
zone of introgression (backcrossing of a hybrid with a pure 
parent) rather than hybridization for these species.

Glaucous-winged Gulls and Herring Gulls hybridize in south-
eastern Alaska where both species are common breeders, 
and hybrids are found in coastal B.C. in winter.  Herring Gulls 
have not been reported breeding in coastal B.C., but there 
is a single record of an interbreeding pair in the Okanagan.  
Although unlikely to occur, we should look for hybrids. 

How to Identify Hybrid Gulls

The best way to identify hybrid gulls is by comparison with parental types using several characteristics, rather than a 
single one, to confirm that the bird in question is intermediate.  A short description of the most useful characteristics to 
distinguish among adults in breeding plumage is presented below and in Table 1.  A useful reference for identification 
of these gulls, which presents a variety of photographs as well as descriptions, is:  Howell, S.G.N. and J. Dunn. 2007. A 
reference guide to gulls of the Americas. Houghton Mifflin Company, New York, New York. 516p.

Glaucous-winged Gull
This large, grey-winged, pink-legged gull is distinctive; no other grey-winged 
gull occurs regularly in its range.  It is heavily built and broad winged, with 
wingtips the same or barely darker colour than the mantle.  The head is round 
with a stout, bulbous tipped bill (depth of bill generally deeper at gonys-
angle than at base). The general shape is similar to Western Gull but the head 
is rounder and the bill appears longer and less bulbous tipped.

Western Gull
This large, dark-backed, pink-legged gull is distinctive; no other dark-backed 
gull occurs regularly in its range.  It is heavily built and broad winged. The 
head is flat crowned with a domed forehead, a peak behind the eye and a sloping hind-crown.  The bill is stout and 
bulbous tipped, often broader at the tip than at the base. 

Glaucous-winged Gull x Western Gull
Although hybrids show the full range of parental characteristics, the colour of the mantle and the tips of the primaries 
are good indicators of hybrids and identification is improved by examination of the colour of the bill, iris and orbital ring 
(Table 1).  In B.C., most hybrids look like Glaucous-winged Gulls but the wingtips are a shade too dark. Others may look 
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more like Western Gulls but their backs are a shade too pale and their wingtips are blackish (not black). In both cases 
the eye rings are mixed yellow and pink.

They differ from Herring Gulls and many Glaucous-winged Gull x Herring Gull hybrids in colour of mantle, wingtips, bill 
and iris. They can appear similar to Glaucous-winged Gull x Herring Gull hybrids but structure (head and bill shape, long 
wings) separates them. 

Herring Gull
This is a large, pale grey, pink-legged gull with moderately long wings with clean-cut, black wingtips and small mirrors 
(white dots near tips of primary feathers). The square, blocky head peaks behind the eyes.  The bill is fairly stout and 
parallel edged (gonydeal expansion distinct but not bulbous tipped).  The pale mantle, jet black wingtips with small 
mirrors, pale eyes and parallel-edged bill makes it fairly distinctive in its breeding range in B.C.

Glaucous-winged Gull x Herring Gull
Hybrids span range of characteristics of the parental types (Table 1).  Some look like Herring Gulls but their backs are a 
shade too dark, their wingtips blackish (rather than jet black) with more extensive mirrors, their eyes flecked dusky, and 
their eye rings mixed with pink.  Others look like Glaucous-winged Gulls but have narrower wings and more slender 
bills, their wingtips a shade too dark and their eye rings mixed with yellow.  Head and bill shape are key factors in iden-
tifying many Glaucous-winged Gull x Herring Gull hybrids.

They can look similar to Glaucous-winged Gull x Western Gull hybrids but the latter are heavier overall with shorter and 
broader wings, a darker mantle and less contrasting wingtips, and a rounder head with a heavier, bulbous-tipped bill. 

How to Survey

You should collect Atlas data on nest-
ing gull colonies as described in the 
Guide for Atlassers.  Fill out a Colonial 
Species Form and include an estimate 
of the proportion of hybrids breeding 
in the colony.  That information will help 
determine the amount of hybridization 
and introgression in British Columbia.

Do Not Disturb...

Colonial species are sensitive to disturb-
ance at the colony, so you should esti-
mate the number of nests, and the 
proportion of hybrids, from a distance 
without entering the colony.

Photos: Art Martell. 

Gull-head modified from Gulls: a guide to identification 
P.J. Grant, 1982.

TABLE 1 Herring Gull

Glaucous-
winged Gull 

x Herring 
Gull 

Glaucous-
winged Gull

Glaucous-
winged Gull 
x Western 

Gull

Western 
Gull

Mantle
very pale 

grey
(Kodak 4-5)

pale grey
(Kodak 5-6)

pale grey
(Kodak 5-6)

pale grey 
to slate grey
(Kodak 6-8)

slate grey
(Kodak 
8-9.5)

Tips of 
Primaries

jet black
(Kodak 18-

19)

blackish
(Kodak 11.5-

16)

medium 
grey

(Kodak 6-7)

blackish
(Kodak 
9-16)

black
(Kodak 16-

18)

Bill yellow

pale 
greenish-
yellow to 

fleshy-
yellow

yellowish

pale 
greenish-
yellow to 
orange-
yellow

bright 
yellow 

to orange-
yellow

Iris pale lemon

pale lemon 
with dusky 
flecking to 
dull olive

dark  brown 
to tawny

pale lemon 
to dusky

lemon 
whitish 

to dull olive

Orbital Ring
orange 

to yellow-
orange

pinkish 
to yellowish 

(mixed)
pink

pinkish 
to yellow 
(mixed)

chrome 
yellow
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geoBirdS.com
by Holly Middleton, Atlasser

Ever had difficulty identifying a bird even after taking careful field 
notes? Well, agonize no more! Enter Geobirds.com, a fantastic 

online bird identification tool. At Geobirds.com you can enter your 
field identification notes into the online program and it will help you 
narrow down the identity of the unknown bird. By using a combina-
tion of field markings and your location the bird identification tool 
hones in on the possible species you sighted. It asks you to choose 
the type of bird (everything from perching birds and woodpeck-
ers to waterfowl, shorebirds and game birds), your location and the 
season and then you colour in the field markings on the mock-up 
silhouette with a colour wheel tool. As you add to the picture, the 
program narrows down the possibilities until you determine what 
your mystery sighting was. And the website doesn’t stop there. They 
have sections that identify birding hotspots around North America, 
a quiz game that tests your birding skills, bird sighting alerts and 
message boards to connect with birding communities both locally 
and abroad. You can also create a digital field guide tailored to your 
location. Finally, the website takes advantage of range maps avail-
able from the work of conservation groups across North America to 
display species range maps and has georeferenced bird sightings 
and bird hotspots to the Google Earth program. Overall, Geobirds.
com is a fantastic birding resource for atlassers of all skill levels.

STill Think yoU can’T aTlaS?!

A few things you should know and tell your friends:

• You don’t have to sign up to cover a square
• You can atlas in ANY part of BC
• You can contribute as many records as you like
• You don’t need a computer or any fancy equipment, 

such as a GPS (you don’t even need binoculars - but 
they would really help!)

• You can enter all bird records on paper forms and 
mail them in.

• You could be a beginner birder (like Owen to the 
right), or a seasoned expert 

The final Atlas project will be only as good as the 
observations we receive! Tell your 
friends and the birders who still 
aren’t involved. With a grass-roots 
approach and passing the word 
among birders, we will have the 
best Atlas ever. Great things can 
happen -  that’s how he did it!

Need a map, guide, tips, help?!
Call 1-877-592-8527 or email: 
bcbirdatlas@birdscanada.org

If you are new to birding you can still be very helpful if 
you make sure you I.D birds correctly. 

Nancy Mahony (of the Atlas Steering Committee) is 
starting her son Owen Harshaw at the young age of 5! 

Dare I say, `Yes We Can!

While point counts must be done in the 
morning, atlassing can go on all day! Terrace 
Coordinator, Diane Weismiller, takes an 
afternoon stroll with Christopher 
Di Corrado and local atlassers



 
Jim Sims photo 
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by John Woods
Regional Coordinator for Regions 25 & 27

After-supper phone calls from someone needing help 
to identify a bird have been a feature of our household 

routine for years.  A typical conversation might start with 
‘...the bird was mainly white with a red head—I can’t find 
it in my book.’ Ten questions later, we might have estab-
lished that the bird was a Northern Flicker or simply end 
with me encouraging the observer to try to use binocu-
lars next time they see the bird. Lately, many of these 
bird-watchers will add ‘...and I took a photograph with my 
digital camera—would you like to see it?’. You bet I would!
 
My rule of thumb is simple: almost any photograph of an 
unknown bird is better than the best verbal description. 
Even if the picture is fuzzy, it will contain a great deal of 

valuable information on habitat, the bird’s shape, and the 
basic colour pattern. Take for example the photograph of 
an Eastern Blue Jay (yes, a real Eastern Blue Jay) taken by 
Atlasser Sharon Henry from Riske Creek.  Even though this 
was a fleeting shot, the bird’s identity is unmistakable.
 
The value of photographs is especially important to backup 
unusual or noteworthy observations. We were very lucky 
last year that Jim Sims of Williams Lake not only found a 
nest of a Semipalmated Plover in the West Chilcotin, but 
took wonderful photographs to support his observation.  
In fact, Jim’s submission went beyond anyone’s expecta-
tions by including digital video of the bird!
 
While many of these cameras have built-in zoom capabil-
ities, even if the bird is only a tiny speck in the photo, we 
can enlarge its image in the computer. If you own a spot-
ting scope, try holding the camera lens against the scope 
eyepiece and use the camera’s LCD screen to judge the best 

moment to snap the shot. I’ve even taken some perfectly 
useable for-the-record photos by holding the camera up 
to one of my binocular eyepieces. You’ll probably need to 
try a few snapshots to get a suitable image—but culling 
poor digital images costs nothing! 
 
Word descriptions and imitations of unknown bird-calls 
over the phone strain my after-supper bird identification 
service capabilities to the limit—and I most often end up 
without solving the puzzle—that is, most often before 
the digital era came along. Now in the age of the cord-
less phone and the cell phone, I encourage the caller to 
phone me the next time the bird sings and hold the phone 
towards the calling bird so I can hear it live. The first time 
I suggested this idea the caller moved to the back deck of 
his house so that I could hear his unknown bird, a territor-
ial Northern Saw-whet Owl, in real time!  
 
On another occasion a timber cruiser north of Revelstoke 
used the voice memo-feature on his digital camera to 
record the calls of a Northern Goshawk near a nest site. 
When he got back to his office, he emailed me an *.mp3 
file from his camera. Listening to this recording immedi-
ately narrowed down the list of possible species. Based 
on this lead, we climbed the mountain a few days later 
and located the parent goshawks and their just fledged 
chicks.  Since sound is such a powerful but challenging 
tool in bird-identification, I encourage everyone to read 
their digital camera manuals so they’ll be ready to record 
unknown bird calls and then send unknown calls to their 
Regional Coordinators for help. 
 
Of course, as with all tools we use to observe and record 

birds, the welfare of the 
bird comes first. For-the-
record shots and sound 
recordings can usually 
be made from wherever 
you see or hear the bird. 
Remember, they don’t 
need to be perfect to be 
useful.
 
So the next time you go 
atlassing, remember to 

pack the digital camera along with your binoculars and 
notebook. I’ve heard that there are now cameras with 
built-in GPS units...

The digiTal camera—an aTlaSSer’S high Tech helper
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a Bird for all SeaSonS

Want birds year-round? Try other 
programs including Coastal 

Waterbird Survey, Beach Bird Survey, 
Nocturnal Owl Survey, Christmas Bird 
Counts, Breeding Bird Surveys, and 
you can enter any confirmed breeding 
records into the Atlas and check-out 
eBird as well to map your bird informa-
tion! phew... And the list goes on… 
http://www.bsc-eoc.org/volunteer/ 

WHAT IS BREEDING EVIDENCE? H, S, M, 
P, T…

If you see a robin in your backyard during 
the summer, that’s breeding evidence!
If you hear a chickadee singing, so is that! 
Many people still think you have to find a 
nest. Please tell all your friends that almost 
any records from the summer will help! cartoon: Tom Godin

Partners


